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I spent about a month reviewing this book before my exams and I would not have remembered
enough to pass without it. If you're looking for a one book method of review for the Orals and
Practicals then buy this and you will not be disappointed.

I took my A & P oral exam about 3 years ago, so take my review for what its worth but I found this
guide very helpful. I think it will at least give you and idea as to what you need to study more on. I
think that if you want to be as prepared as possible for your test I would definitely recommend you
buy this book. I did pass my test by the way and can say that this book definitely helped me achieve
my goal of being a licensed airplane mechanic.

This book helped me pass the O&P section and acquire my A&P certification t. All sections are well
dividedand answers have explanations Has examples of practical projects and of course examples
of questions the examiner might ask you , great product,do recommend.

This is a must study item for those going to take your O&P Exam. I read this daily for weeks and
was very glad i did when it came to my oral questions. Having to go to a lot of different books can be
distracting when studying so it was nice to have all of the questions right in one place.

This book is outdated. Don't waste your $. I just took my O&P's and there maybe only about 5
questions in the whole book that are similar. If your looking for a study guide buy the prep ware. It's
worth it not this book. I can't speak for the other books I imagine they are the same as the computer
version just not updated as much.

As I am going to take the Powerplant part of my A&P test soon, I really needed this book to see
what I would be expected to do. While some of the information is available from the FAA website,
this book is so much easier to read and understand. GREAT BOOK!

I studied this book for 6 months, I knew it through and through......when I took the oral tests I was
completely lost. this book didn't help me at all. I studied with a friend with his jeppeson books and
the questions and answers were spot on! I do not recommend this brand of book for the oral and
practical...only the writtens

I purchased this book to study the oral questions for my powerplant O&P exam. I never opened it. I
studied the oral questions in the ASA test guides and the Jeppesen oral questions in the Quizzlet
program. I only missed three questions on the general and powerplant questions. It is good
reference material, but it is not necessary to study for the O&P. I think this book was discontinued a
decade ago. Save you money. Use the ASA Test guide and Quizzlet program with the Jeppesen
oral questions.
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